20 WRITING STYLE

3 introduction presents single theme, appropriate to lab
2 introduction outlines structure of report (road map)
2 paper’s theme reflected in structure of report
2 structure of lab clear and logical
2 conclusion pulls together paper, reiterates theme
3 paragraphs have clear point, well-organized
1 provide adequate transition from section to section
5 spelling, grammar, sentence structure

General comments on your writing style:

48 PROCEDURES

8 dictionary-insert!
6 code
2 testing
12 putting n items into dictionary
10 code
2 testing
20 binary-search-retrieve
9 using “onto” parameter correctly
9 other aspects of code
2 testing
8 dictionary-retrieve
6 code
2 testing

32 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

10 theoretical
22 empirical
12 data gathering and presentation
10 data analysis and comparison with theoretical analysis

TOTAL